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About This Product Guide
Throughout this guide more information is available whenever you see one of the icons below. Reference the key below and please visit us at www.sirchie.com or call us at (800) 356-7311.

Key:

- New Product
- Popular Product
- For more information
- Consumer Commodities Items
- Education Opportunity
- Hazardous Materials
- For Current Schedule
- International Hazardous Materials
- Shop Online
- Vehicle Solutions
- Often Bought Together
Crime Scene Security

Proper securing of a crime scene starts with the first responder: Law enforcement officers secure the scene and note the condition of the scene upon arrival. Using products such as barrier tape, photography barriers and scene guard tents helps to preserve the scene and lets investigators make observations before the scene and evidence are potentially compromised.

In the following section, you’ll find tools to quickly and efficiently secure a crime scene.

Sirchmark First Responders Evidence Marking Kit

This kit provides first responders with the tools to secure a crime scene and begin the evidence marking process.

Evidence Collection Course

Our popular Evidence Collection Accelerated Training Class gives you hands-on experience in limited class sizes covering the scientific methods of collection, identification, evaluation, and preservation of physical evidence. Our students love the teach-do method of instruction and take their knowledge back to the field as lifelong Sirchie graduates.

No. SM911 Sirchmark First Responders Evidence Marking Kit

For more information about this and all other training courses, visit www.sirchie.com or call us at (800) 356-7311.
Barrier Tape

When control of an area is a priority, establish and maintain security by creating perimeters quickly and efficiently with our barrier tape.

- Eye-catching black lettering is printed on brilliant yellow or red polyethylene.
- The tape is three inches (7.5 cm) wide by 1,000 feet (300 m) long.
- Warning repeats every 31 inches.

Please note: bulk packaged rolls do not come with dispenser boxes. See barrier tape dispensers for bulk packaged rolls.

Get barrier tape with your department name, or in any language. Custom barrier tape available with a minimum order of 96 rolls. Call for quote.

### Description/Catalog No.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description/Catalog No.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape w/disp box, 1 roll No. BT100</td>
<td><strong>CRIME SCENE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape, 8 rolls No. BT100BP</td>
<td><strong>CRIME SCENE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape w/disp box, 1 roll No. BT100BL</td>
<td><strong>CRIME SCENE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape, 8 rolls No. BT100BLBP</td>
<td><strong>CRIME SCENE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape w/disp box, 1 roll No. BT200</td>
<td><strong>POLICE LINE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape, 8 rolls No. BT200BP</td>
<td><strong>POLICE LINE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape w/disp box, 1 roll No. BT300</td>
<td><strong>SHERIFF LINE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape, 8 rolls No. BT300BP</td>
<td><strong>SHERIFF LINE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape w/disp box, 1 roll No. BT400</td>
<td><strong>FIRE LINE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape, 8 rolls No. BT400BP</td>
<td><strong>FIRE LINE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape, 8 rolls No. BT500BP</td>
<td><strong>SECURITY LINE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape w/disp box, 1 roll No. BT600</td>
<td><strong>SECURITY LINE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape w/disp box, 1 roll No. BT600BP</td>
<td><strong>SECURITY LINE DO NOT CROSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Tape, 8 rolls No. BT600BP</td>
<td><strong>CAUTION BIOHAZARD</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Barrier Tape Dispenser

Plastic dispenser with carrying handle holds one roll and is ideal for carrying, protecting and managing a large tape roll. Tape dispenses through a slot to prevent tangling and waste and allows easier unwinding. A protected blade makes tearing the tape neat and easy.

No. BTD100 Barrier Tape Dispenser

**Compact Barrier Tape Dispenser**

Plastic dispenser with carrying handle holds one roll of tape. A serrated edge lets the tape tear neatly and easily.

No. BTD200 Compact Barrier Tape Dispenser

Barrier Posts

Not every location has fixed objects for securing a scene with barrier tape. Barrier posts solve this problem. Each post has various supports for adjusting the height of the barrier tape.

No. BP5 Barrier Posts, 5 each
Crime Scene Flagging Tape

This non-adhesive, unprinted, brightly colored polyester flagging tape is ideal for cordoning off areas that are dangerous or sensitive in outdoor crime scenes, archaeological recovery, entomology, and individual pieces of evidence. Bold colors are easily spotted in crime scene photos, and can be used with our Grid Marking Kit (pg 101). Available in red or yellow.

No. FT3R  Crime Scene Flagging Tape, red
No. FT3Y  Crime Scene Flagging Tape, yellow

Scene Guard Scene Cover Tent

Preserve the integrity of your investigation and keep evidence protected from weather and curious onlookers. Our tents are made with aluminum or steel frames for strength. The tent’s legs and frames are not susceptible to rust and are built for rugged use. Tents are 10’ x 10’, and available with or without detachable walls. Available in aluminum or steel frame, and include a carrying case for easy transport or storage.

Scene Guard Photography Barrier

Protecting the crime scene and preserving evidence sometimes means preventing the public from viewing the scene. Scene Guard is a portable, rapidly assembled privacy screen that shields the scene from the public view and lets medical personnel and investigators operate more securely. Double the height of your Scene Guard with the Height Extension Kit (No. SCGD20XT). Add attention-getting lights with red or blue LED Light Kits (No. SCGD20LB & SCGD20LR).

Benefits include:
- Only one person is needed to set up the Screen Guard and no tools are required.
- Wind-resistant and can be used indoors and outdoors
- Multiple barriers can be attached together for larger scenes

Crime Scene Stepping Pads Kit

Avoid disturbing and/or destroying physical evidence while processing a crime scene with this kit. The aluminum alloy stepping pads are ideal for any flat floor surface. Safety features of the pads are:
- Non-slip friction pads on the feet to prevent surface damage.
- The top has traction to prevent slipping, especially when investigators wear Tyvek® shoe covers.

No. CSSP100K  Crime Scene Stepping Pads, Set of 10
Develop every skill.

We deliver **hands-on experiences** with innovative and practical exercises to **further your career**. Continue learning through our online webinars and Lunch-n-Learns. Access to this knowledge doesn’t end: **contact our experienced instructors** anytime when you need help in the field.